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− The document describes the handling of purchase orders in 

Skanska’s Supplier Portal and via e-mail

− A Purchase Order can either be confirmed in full or a change 

order can be created 

− Skanska wants acknowledgement of placed purchase order within 

24 hours.
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Notification new purchase order
As a contact person for handling orders, 

you will receive an email when a 

purchase order has been created. 

NOTE: Skanska wants confirmation of 

the purchase order within 24 hours.

If you have a user account in our Supplier 

Portal, you acknowledge the order there. 

You can reach Skanska's Supplier Portal 

via the link to accept the purchase order. 

If you do not have a user account, you 

accept the order by making an email 

order response, see later section.
NOTE: The email contains an order pdf which gives 

the best overview regarding the content of the order. 
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Identify orders in status pending acknowledgement
Click on the number for orders 

that require attention. You will 

then reach all orders pending 

acknowledgement.

If you want to make a change to 

a previously acknowledged 

order, you can search for orders 

via Skanska's order number or 

use Manage orders in the left 

column. 

To see the status of all orders go 

to Manage orders. 
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Order that requires attention (pending acknowledgement)

Orders pending order confirmation can be of two types, a regular purchase 
order and a new revision of a previously placed order. To see the contents of 
an order, select the line, select actions and View pdf. 

If you have more than one order, you will come to this overview page. If you 
only have one order, you will go directly to that order. 

Unconfirmed orders 
are indicated by 
exclamation mark.

Delayed confir-
mations are displayed 
with a warning. 
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Confirm without changes

Select order, select Acknowledge
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Confirm without changes

If your sales order number is available, fill in this. 

Finish by clicking Accept 
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Acknowledge order in e-mail

If you do not have a user account 

in Skanska's supplier portal, you 

will be redirected to a website after 

you have clicked Accept Purchase 

Order in the e-mail.

Here you can accept or reject the 

purchase order. 

NOTE: This scenario is only valid for supplier contacts who do not have a user 

account in Skanska's Supplier Portal 
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Acknowledge order with changes, change order

If Skanska's purchase 

order cannot be 

accepted, a change 

order can be made. 

Select order, select Edit 
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Acknowledge order with changes, change order

In a change order, supplier item, 

quantity, price and promised delivery 

date can be changed. Order lines 

can also be cancelled. 

If there is a need to split an order 

line in two deliveries, this is done 

under schedules. 

To complete the order change: 

Enter the reason for the change order in the description, do the updates and 

submit the change order
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Cancel whole order

If the entire order needs to be cancelled, select the order and select Cancel Order.
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Split line

Split line is done under schedules. Choose which line it is, split the line and register a new 

quantity and date for the new line. Also update the quantity that remains on the original line 

before saving. When all changes have been made, submit the change order. 


